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ABSTRACT

The galvanizing industry represents the single largest market for zinc and provides the greatest opportunities to maximize the advantages of zinc to the world – that of protecting steel against corrosion, thus ensuring the longevity of the use of steel. The general, after fabrication, hot dip galvanizing industry protects around 25 million tonnes of steel per year and uses some 1.7 million tones of zinc representing around 22% of global demand. Nevertheless, the development of the industry varies from region to region and these differences, in types of markets serviced, market penetration and market maturity lead to product entering different markets and different user perceptions.

The International Zinc Association (IZA) was established in 1990 with the remit to produce a Sustainable future for the zinc industry. Therefore, through acting on behalf of the zinc producers, a major activity is the promotion of demand and the support of activities that assist in this process. The presentation will highlight some of these activities to show how developments in one region can be successfully transferred to another. Finally, the ubiquitous use of zinc in corrosion protection has allowed it to become a barometer of environmental conditions. The improvement in climatic conditions in northern Europe and the role the zinc industry sees in promoting its sustainability will be briefly discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Challenges facing the hot dip galvanizing industry include the requirement to galvanize a wide variety of steels that includes many new grades, provide increased corrosion protection and develop capabilities for new applications. The galvanizability of modern steel grades will be considered from both galvanizing alloy and steel response perspectives. Several new alloys have been introduced in recent years to reduce reactivity and improve uniformity of appearance. A greater reliance upon recycled vs. primary steels, together with improved productivity of welding processes, has led to reassessment of steel galvanizability issues and processing needed to assure high quality production. Several new coatings, based on the Zn-Al system have been proposed from different research efforts and a review of the current status will be provided. Finally, new applications, including atmospheric applications that depend upon better quantification of the actual environment, together with growing applications for galvanized reinforcing bar in concrete, will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT

In a general galvanizing bath, besides the Zinc and the Iron, some other elements are systematically added in order to influence:

- The mechanical properties of the Zinc like viscosity and surface tension
- The Zinc pick-up during the galvanizing of reactive steels
- The homogeneity and aspect of the galvanized material.

This paper describes the influence of most used elements with respect to the above mentioned topics. Based on the joint effects of different alloying elements, the working mechanism of several alloys for general galvanizing will be explained.

Finally, as for the different steel grades to be galvanized, the paper gives an indication about the alloy offering the best compromise between coating properties and economic situation.
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ABSTRACT

The fluxing process is possibly the key pre-treatment step prior to immersion of product into the zinc kettle. Only through correct pre-treatment, however, is effective fluxing possible.

The prevention of flux contamination is important. This presentation will discuss the development and application of a new fluxing system to improve overall coating integrity. This system has proved capable of handling traditional and alloy based galvanizing systems.

Key advantages are improved zinc usage through lower ash and dross production, elimination of production interruptions and the reduction of environmental waste streams. Clearly, the need to operate the system efficiently is required.

Some key practical aspects will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT

This project was a six sigma initiative to reduce zinc consumption of the galvanizing operation at Barloworld Galvanizers. By utilizing the Six Sigma methodology all the different factors that can affect zinc consumption is analyzed. The presentation is in fact a journey through the six sigma methodology and how it was used to optimize a flux solution and thereby reducing zinc consumption.

Six Sigma is a proven, data driven process focusing on process improvements and cost savings. The methodology is utilized by most major companies throughout the world such as Ford, Motorola, General Electric, Lear, and 3M to mention but a few.
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ABSTRACT

CHE develops, designs and produces industrial furnaces and heating equipment for a variety of heat treatment processes, but is more well known for heat treatment furnaces for aluminium and furnaces for hot dip galvanising. CHE owns Scangalv AB, a Swedish marketing company of complete galvanising lines and various equipment for the hot dip galvanising industry.

CHE installed its first electric heated galvanising furnace in 1950 and from then on pioneered the development of top heated ceramic lined galvanising baths, a majority being electrically heated. Later the Silicoat immersion heating rod was developed as well as a new design of resistance radiant wall heating for steel kettles. The energy balance of this type of galvanising furnace is discussed together with figures on energy consumption and how and where energy savings can be made.
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ABSTRACT

Since August 2004 the LME Zinc price in Rands has doubled from a level of just over R6000 per ton to over R12 000 per ton. This very large increase in the price of the main raw material input for the galvanizing industry has placed a significant squeeze on the profitability of the industry which has not been able to increase prices to end users to recover the increased cost of the zinc input. Particularly in instances where long term contracts have been entered into on a fixed price basis, profits have been severely compromised.

The proposition is made in this paper that Zinc metal hedging can be used very effectively to reduce the risk of price volatility we have seen over the last 18 months and that through a combination of utilising hedging as an effective risk management strategy and customer price management, the Zinc price does NOT matter.

An overview of basic principles of hedging will be presented including a framework to assist in arriving at a decision if hedging is appropriate under a given set of circumstances or not and a number of simple practical examples showing how the process can actually work will be covered.
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ABSTRACT

Today’s pickle plant operators in the steel manufacturing and processing fields have a complete solution to what is often considered to be their biggest problem: how best to manage their spent hydrochloric acid.

Metsep, through a series of dedicated, customer-focused services and processes, helps pickle plant operators to dispose of their waste acid simply, efficiently and cost effectively without risking the well-being of their production personnel or the environment.

Our core objective enable companies to manage, with optimum effectiveness, the waste acid generated from the steel treatment process. This is especially relevant for companies that have high standards for their quality and environmental management programmes.
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ABSTRACT

The promulgation of the Environmental Conservation Act, No 73 of 1989 was the first step towards the establishment of an integrated environmental management system in South Africa. Following upon this initiative, in order to meet the requirements of the new constitution, viz. to promote a clean and healthy environment for everybody, and to work towards an integrated environmental management system, it became evident that further new legislation had to be promulgated.

The aim of the newly promulgated legislation is,
• to work towards an integrated environmental management system,
• to promote conservation and secure ecologically sustainable development and
• to prevent pollution and the degradation of the environment.

The new legislation includes, i.a.,
• the National Environmental Management Act,
• the Water Act and
• the recently published Air Quality Act.

The aim of this paper is to briefly point out the changes that resulted from the new legislation in the field of environmental management in South Africa and to highlight the new challenges that all of us, but in particular industrialists, face.
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ABSTRACT

Based on references from other end-users / specifiers or past successful project experiences, the decision to specify hot dip galvanizing for structural and other steel components for new projects, can be a rewarding one for a number of reasons.

One of the major benefits of hot dip galvanizing is the aspect of long-term maintenance free service life that is available to the client, saving enormous amounts of capital, normally spent on coating maintenance over the prescribed life of the project.

Hot dip galvanized coatings perform very well in most atmospheres and imperfections in the coating, such as lumps, runs; protuberances, excessive dross, etc. will not necessary reduce the coating’s corrosion protection performance. However, in order to avoid these aesthetically unacceptable imperfections, there are a number of steps that can be taken by the specifier and the galvanizer to ensure a greater degree of quality control and all round client satisfaction at the receipt stage of the project.
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ABSTRACT

“Hot dip galvanizing of steel work is, in a well-executed form, an extremely cost effective and long lasting corrosion protection system when used in most non-chemically corrosive environments.”

Why then is it that many steel work fabricators do not appear to be of the same opinion?

Unfortunately the Hot dip galvanizing process is the ultimate of “split responsibility processes” and is fully dependent upon the all parties doing their “bit” correctly to ensure a successful coating. With this split responsibility it is “Oh so easy” for the fabricator to blame the galvanizer for any shortcomings that may occur in the system, often without looking carefully at his own shortcomings.

For a successful coating to be applied requires a serious commitment from all the players at all the stages of the process.

This paper covers some of these aspects and suggests a way forward to ensure that all the parties views will concur with the opening statement.
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ABSTRACT

Galvanizing has been in use for hundreds of years. Zinc forms a protective barrier between the steel and the environment. Welding steel before and after galvanizing is common industrial practice. Galvanized steel can be satisfactorily welded by all commonly used welding processes.

When welding steels, before hot – dip galvanizing, normal welding practices can be followed with a few exceptions. The weld metal and base metal chemistry must be matched to ensure even galvanizing coating thickness and appearance. The weldment and surrounding areas must be made free from slag and spatter before galvanizing. The design of the structure must be adapted to be suitable for galvanizing.

During the welding of galvanized steel closer control of the welding conditions are needed than when welding uncoated steels. Welding procedures are simple and well established. The major differences between welding galvanized and uncoated steel are that when welding galvanized steel larger root openings are required as well as a reduction in the travel speed used during welding.

The mechanical properties of the welded joints in galvanized steel are not adverse affected by the galvanized coating. The mechanical properties are similar to those of uncoated steels. The zinc will volatize during welding. The amount of welding fumes generated will be larger when welding galvanized steel than when welding uncoated steel. The zinc fumes could be hazardous if inhaled during. Adequate ventilation, local fume extraction and respiratory equipment should be used to ensure that welders are not exposed to the welding fumes.
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ABSTRACT

A significant advantage of hot-dip galvanized steel is its long term durability in a wide range of corrosive applications. Excellent adhesion of the zinc coating to the steel substrate and the sacrificial nature of its corrosion protective mechanism provide a high degree of tolerance to mechanical damage of the coating during service. The sustained benefit of durability is an important factor in the life cycle cost of hot-dip galvanized structures as well as mitigating risks of high maintenance costs and premature failure. This paper outlines practical methodologies for evaluating life cycle costs for hot-dip galvanized steel and conventional painted steel structures and for evaluating financial and technical risks during service.
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ABSTRACT

The benefits of using hot-dip galvanized steelwork, as opposed to conventional painting and other methods of corrosion protection, is becoming more and more evident in underground mining applications. The use of hot-dip galvanized steel is increasing dramatically and there is now a wide range of applications for shaft steelwork and other forms of steelwork in underground conditions.

The Black Mountain Deeps Project has made extensive use of hot-dip galvanized shaft steelwork in its Deeps main shaft. During the manufacturing and installation of the galvanized steelwork for the Black Mountain Deeps project, various problems and obstacles were encountered. The problems arose due to several issues that had not been foreseen in some of the applications.

The paper also details the precautions that had to be taken and requirements needed right from the design stage through fabrication, handling, installation and commissioning.
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ABSTRACT

A Coating system that is designed to fail, will fail.

Costs that have an impact on True Life Cycle Costing are:
- First costs
- Lifetime costs

First Cost
First Costs include all material, labour and supervision to apply the corrosion protection system during the initial construction period. Often during the course of a construction project decisions on corrosion protection becomes secondary to other engineering/budget issues and it is very tempting to take a minimum cost approach and deal with any problems later. This is easy for the construction team to do, as they handover and move on and leave the problems for the Maintenance Engineer to sort out. There is a well known saying that “the Painters on the Golden Gate Bridge have a full time Job: by the time they finish the one end, they start at the beginning again”. This is not necessary with a Duplex System.

Lifetime Costs
This will be determined by the number of times the coating requires maintenance during the structure life, resulting in additional costs for access scaffold, loss of production, etc.

ISO 12944 Corrosion Protection of Steel Structures Parts 1-8 (1998)
The ISO 12944 standard is intended to assist Engineers and corrosion experts in adopting the best practices in the corrosion protection of structural steel for new construction works.
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ABSTRACT
Professional Registered Architects, amongst other built environment professionals, are currently responsible for specifying about 50 % of the materials that contribute to the annual top structure ‘build spend’ in South Africa. This talk looks broadly at the strategy that may be adopted by purveyors of building materials (and innovative use thereof) to encourage appropriate use and specification through architects, in particular, and other decision makers who influence the built environment.

Images of the aesthetic use of Zinc in architecture are presented together with functional galvanised products as a precursor to understanding the motivating forces that drive architects and other specifiers in the choice of building materials.
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ABSTRACT

From practical experiences attained during Phase 1 of the MTN Head Office project, where for a number of reasons the originally specified hot dip galvanized handrail was replaced by an equivalent stainless steel member, a number of valuable lessons were gained.

At the insistence of the HDGASA, numerous additional measures were introduced and accepted by the specifiers on the project, prior to Phase 2. These included, greater communication during the planning stage, between the architects, MTN (the owners) the structural engineers and the HDGASA. One such result was the compilation of an architectural checklist, by the HDGASA team for use by the specifiers, fabricators and the galvanizers on the project.

Further involvement by the HDGASA included technical advice in the manufacture of samples for approval and the attendance of certain strategic site meetings to assist the project team to eliminate potential problems.

Although not completely free of hot dip galvanized coating imperfections, the entire project stands as a fine example of the achievements that can be obtained as a result of high level co-operation between the project team members and the involvement of the HDGASA.
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ABSTRACT

Worldwide, the corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete structures continues to be their single biggest durability problem. The mechanisms of this deterioration are well understood and documented so that new structures can be designed and built to withstand corrosion. Nevertheless, despite this available knowledge, many recently built structures continue to suffer corrosion damage.

One trusted method of combating the problem has been to specify austenitic stainless steel reinforcing. Unfortunately, this material has always carried a precious metal price tag that has precluded its use in all but extreme environments and consequently it has never been produced in South Africa.

A more cost-effective option is the use of ordinary black steel reinforcing that has been hot dip galvanized. Existing concrete literature cites several initially convincing reasons not to specify hot dip galvanized reinforcing in concrete and consequently it has been seldom used in South Africa historically.

This paper explores the potential of hot dip galvanized reinforcing with reference to twenty structures built throughout South Africa during the past three decades. It provides possible explanations of why actual performance sometimes deviates from conventional expectations and it dispels a number of common misconceptions. Lastly, it provides some guidance for appropriate specification.
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ABSTRACT

The paper examines the perceived and real limits of application of galvanized steel in common and sophisticated structures in the light of structural performance, typical client requirements, limitations of competing material, development cycles and economy. The author examines some established and recently developed products in construction and infrastructure and defines the typical constraints encountered in the application of the material. A model for design philosophy and product development in pushing the boundaries of application of galvanized steel is derived and presented.
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